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A BSTRACT

Computer modeling has beconm all integral part of tile design and analysis of accelerator
,, structures and RF components. Sophisticated 3I) codes, powerful workstations and timely

theory support all contributed to this development. We will describe our modeling experience
with these resources and discuss their impact on ongoing work at SLAC. Specific examples from
R&D on a future linear collider and a proposed e+e - storage ring will be included.

1. INTRODUCTION

There has been a dramatic increase in computer modeling at SLAC due to the R&D on two
future accelerators: the Next Linear Collider (NLC) [1] and the Asymmetric B Factory based
on PEP (PEP-II) [2]. This is particularly evident in the modeling of accelerator structures
and I{F components in three dimensions. A test accelerator (NLCTA) [3] is presently under
construction and one of its goals is to integrate the new technologies of the X-band RF system
(klystron, pulse compression, linac structure) beix_g dewqoped for a TeV scale NLC into a fully
engineered sector. For PEP-II, a high power test cavity with a novel higher-order mode (HOM)
damping scheme [4] is to be constructed to study its electrical and mechanical performance
under operating conditions at high currents. At the moment a substantial modeling effort is
devoted to the design and analysis of the many complex cavities and structures involved in the._
two projects.

Most RF structures in an accelerating systenl possess geometrical symmetries which al-
low them to be treated by two-dimensional progralns or even by analytical means. There are,
however, critical components that are non-symmetrical for which three-dimensional modeling is
needed. Previously, the engineering of such components would require repetitive prototyping
and cold testing. At SLAC we are making a concerted effort to Ininilllize these time consuming
and costly experimental procedures and to move towards nondestructive testing by computer
modeling. This alternative approach would not have been feasible without several major de-
velopments in modeling resources. They include advances in 3I) programs, the speedup in
affordable CPU's, and timely theory support. We will discuss each of these resources in the
next section.

2. MODELING RESOURCES

(i) 3D Codes
Computer programs to model cylindrically symlnetric I{F structures have been in routine

use for over a decade in accelerator and power tube research. A prinle example is SUPERFISII
[5] for finding monopole modes in axisymmetric structures. Truly three-dimensional codes for

non-axisymmetric structures made their appearances more recently and are just beginning to
gain widespread use. A more detailed discussion on 31) I{F cavity codes has been presented
elsewhere [6]. Here we will only summarize as follows.

Presently available codes are either based on a finite-difference (FI)) (Fig. la) or finite-
; element (FE) mesh (Fig. lb). They can simulate cavity properties in the time and/or frequency

/ domain (td or fd). Several of them also have the particle-in-cell (pie) option to include beam
effects self-consistently. Two advances of interest to accelerator design are the quasi-periodic

•, boundary condition for periodic structures and the S-matrix calculation for traveling wave struc-
tures. We list below several 3D codes which SI,AC has had experience with. Structured on a
FD mesh are:

• Work supported by I)epartment of Energy, contract DE-AC03-76SF00515.
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(a) MAHA (CST/D,,r',,,stadt)- td with pic, fd,
(b) AItGUS (,5'AIC)- td with pic, fd,

(c) SOS (MItC)- td with pic, fd;
and on a Fig mesh are:

(d) tlFSS (III'/ANSOFT)- fd,
(e) EMAS (MSC)-td, fit,

(f) AN'I'IGONI'; (LAL/Orsa!/)- td with l,ic, fd.

The FE codes have an automatic mesh-generator, model geollmtries better and can interface ,,
directly with thermal codes which are also FE b_sed. The FI) codes, on tile other hand, have

enjoyed a much longer lead time in implementation for RF applications. MAFIA [5], in fact, has
its origin in the accelerator community; therefore it, is not surprising that this set of codes offers
the broadest range of capabilities related to accelerator design. ARGUS [,5] is under further
development for accelerator applications and is available to the community at large through the
Los Alamos Accelerator Code Group (LAACG). SOS [,5] is similar to MAFIA and ARGUS but
is more oriented towards the simulation of microwave devices. Of the FE codes, IIFSS [5] is
probably the most widely known for S-matrix calculations. EMAS [5] has thus far attracted few
users and we are just beginning to take a closer look at ANTIGONE [5]. At present MAFIA and
ItFSS are our standard programs for inodeling cavities az_d structures although we are always
receptive to any code that could provide better results on a specilic design.

(a) (b)
Fig. 1 (a) MAFIA finite-difference I,tesh and (b) ANTI(;ONt;_ finite-element mesh.

(ii) Computing Environment

3I) modeling used to be considered practical only on supercomputera because of the long
run tilne and large melnory it requires. This is no longer lhe case as tile workstation ha.s
become competitive in performance. F'or example, an IIIM 1{1S(7,6(100 nmdel 580 processes at
over 40 MFLOPs, allows up to 1024 MII RAM, and provides sew:ral GB of disk storage. These
specifications come at a small fraction of the cost of a supercomputer. On such a machine
with 512MB of RAM, we have modeled one half of the I_EP-II I/.F cavity using MAFIA and
calculated forty eigennlodes on a mesh with three-quarter of a l_lillion cells in less than 6 hours.

This quick turnaround in actual clock tinle is important as it lll;ty translate into shorter design
cycle and hence improved efficiency. A lltainfraille SUl)ercozlll_uter is not likely to operate in a
dedicated mode on a job to give fast turnaround at, a sustained level. In terms of visualization,

the workstation has powerful graphics which makes it ideal for 3I) modeling since most of the
effort involved is in geometry setup of the structure, and post-processing of tile results.

Looking at the cost-difl'erential, the effective perforI,_ax,ce and the open system/graphics
advantage, tile argument is rather convincing that the workstation couht be a viabh, alternative

to the supercomputer. Faced with limited cpu allocation from supercomputers and increasing
modeling demand from NLC and PEP-II, we nlade the choice to go with 3D codes such as
MAFIA and ItFSS which had support for running on workstations. Today we have built a
respectable network of workstations with sutficient computing power and memory to handle
reasonably complex structures with relative ease.



(iii) Theory Support

Although great progress has been made witll 3I) cod_,s t.l,,re are instances where they are
limited in their capabilities. Many cavities in an l/F system are coupled to external v'aveguides
for power input or output, such _s the input coupler to a linac or the output circuit of a
klystron. Recently there has also been strong interest in IIOM damping in accelerator cavities
using waveguides. Therefore it is of great interest to know theresonant properties like frequency
and external Q in such geometries. But this requires a matched load at the end of the waveguide
which numerically is not possible since existing codes calculate real eigenfrequencies.

While the waveguide-loading effect on the cavity cannot be evaluated directly, the following
theoretical methods have been successfully implemented to find external Q's from cloud cavity
data (real frequencies) computed with shorting planes as waveguide terminations:

(1) Kroll-Yu/Kroll-Lin methods- find resonant frequency and external Q,

(2) Kroll-Kim-Yu method - calculates S nlatrix of N-port cavities,
(3) Arcioni method - produces an impedance versus frequency spectrum.

The KrolI-Yu inethod [7] requires four shorting plane positions in the waw:guide to parametrize
the resonance which is a colnplex frequency. Kroll-l.in [8] achiew's the sanw result with two
waveguide lengths but needs infornmtion about tlw field anlplitudes at the shorting planes as
well as the stored energies. For cavities with Xll()r_tllan one l,ort,, the Kroll-Kim-Yu [9] method
derives the S matrix at the frequency points wl,.'r,: ccmlput.er results are obtained. Normally
several well chose.n waveguide lengths are needed. In contrast, a single length is suftlcient for the
Arcioni method [10] to produce an impedance spectrutll frolll wllich the resonant parameters can
be deduced, tlowever, modes with frequencies up to 1.5 tinws the frequency range of interest

have to be taken into account for good accuracies. We have apl)lied the Kroil-Yu/Kroll-I,in
methods to a wide range of cavities with considerable success. The Kroll-Kim-Yu method is
being tried out on soxi,'simple conlponents and tim results look w;ry encouraging. Arcioni's
nlethod has seen lii,lited applicati_m so far but an ,drort is ongoing to explore its potential
further. Our exlmrience is that wh,,n a dir(,ct _luziwrical zl,,tl,)_l is lacking, one can turn to an
indirect nwth()d that c(nnt)im,s llleory with exisliJlg ('(J(h, ('apal)ility.

3. MOI)I.'I.IN(; EMPItASIS AND AI'I)I/()AC.II

Up to now our 3D efforts on the workstations have focussed primarily on the coht tests of
cavities and structures with no beams. The addition of particles va.stly increases the complexity
of the simulation and quickly pushes the linlit ()f lh¢' l,ardware. We are continuing to work
towards a hot test (e.g. klystron interaction), alth()ugh any llL<mizlgful qllantitative results will
l)rol)ably haw, to wait till the next jullll) ill COllll_Ul,iHg pow_.r axld furtl,,r code i_lt)rovenlents.
Meanwhile there is a lot to be learned fr(ml n_o(I,,li_lg c(,l_l t,,sts m_(t for _nost structures, tim
simulation has proven to be invaluable for (h'sig_ an<i analysis.

Our cold test modeling e_pha.sizes tlw following: we require that tim geo_wtry I)e realistic,
that is, the mesh ret)roduces closely the actual (li_,,nsions()f the slructur,:. We n_ake certain
that the si_m_lation is physical; for exa_nl)le, t,rol)er I_oun(lary cobb(lit.ions are inclu_l,,(l. And we
bench_nark the model against e.stablished exl)eri_ne_t.al (tattt. 'I'hes,_ arc ess,,nlial steps to work
through before one should consider (loing serious design studies with the _no(tel.

Numerical cold tests can l)e l)erformed either i_ tl,' fre_tmmcy or time do_nain. For normal
mode analysis of cavities and periodic structures, we consider the time-harn_onic solutions at

, steady-state and find the eige.nfrequencies and eige_lfu_ctions of the system. The qua.si-periodic
boundary condition allows arbitrary t)hase advance across a single cell in an infinite periodic

chain. In waveguide-loaded cavities, theoretical lnel.l_o(ts described earlier make use of normal
, mode to l)roduce external Q's. For trans_nission calculations ()f traw_ling structures, we solw.'

for the time resl)onse due to a single-fre_lU,mcy ext_:r_ally driwm ti('l(l, l{,adiating b(mn(lary
conditions per_it power to I_e input and (,Utl,ut thr,,ugl_ l,ort I,()u.dari-s at which the S n_atrix
can be determined when steady-state is r_:acl,'d. In certain ca.ses, the transient tM(ts are of
interest. Interestingly, ItFSS ewduates tl_e S matrix i_ the frequency do_nain.
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There are two types of Inodes ill waw%uide-load(_d cavities such as the klystron output cavity
of Fig. 2 or tile PEP-If RF cavity shown in Fig. 3a. If their frequencies are below the waveguide
cutoff then the modes are trapped as st.all(ling waves with high Q's. Tral)ped modes are to
be avoided in the klystron outl)ut circuit becaus(, they can l)e potentially harmful oscillations.
The accelerating mode shouhl ideally be the only tral)l,('d lno(h: in the PEP-II cavity and the
wavcguides are designed not to degrade ils shunt ixiii)e(l;ulce al)l)reciably. For trapped modes,
standard eigensolutions wouhl suffice provided t.!le wavegui(les are sufticiently long.

When their frequencies are above tile waveguide cut()ff, the nlodes arc untrapped and de-
pending on the coupling, their Q's can be moderalely t_) very low. In a klystron output, low
Q's are desirable for all the modes but eSl)ecially f()r the Ol)(,rating mode to transfer power
()tit elIiciently. In the l)EP-ll cavil.)', lh(, ulltral,p_,d nu>d(,s are the I1OM's that are targeted
for daml)ing and low Q's are eil'cctivc, in reducing t)ealII itlsi,abilities. The theoretical methods
described in Section 2 are neede(l to evaluate the l)rol)erties of these untrapped modes.

3D RF structures can also i)e of the traveling wave tyl)e. Figure 4a shows a short section of
a disk-loaded waveguide with COUl)h_'rcavities for power itlt)ut and output. Without the couplers,
the linac structure itself is described by the w - fl diagr_tm which can l)e generated using 2I)
codes and gives the traveling modes in a l)eriodic structure of infinite extent. The couplers
are necessarily 3D for power COUl)ling away fro::: th(- t)eaIil and for this, tl,e 3I) til,m-domain
S-matrix calculation we mentioned earlier is required.
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(a) (b)
Fig. 4 (a) MAFIA model of NI,CTA structure with input/outlmt couph.,rs and (b) VSWR
VS. frequency of eollt)ier froln MAFIA alid liieasurelnents.

5. MOI)IoI,ING I{ESUI,TS

(i) NLCTA RF System

The NCLTA RF system comprises the klystrou, the pulse coml)ression, and the linac all

operating at 11.424 GI|z. We will show exanll)les of the crucial 3D components from each.
For the klystron, the desired peak t)ower (50 MW) and pulse length (1.5/,sec) pose a design
challenge on the the output circuit to achieve high elficiency and to avoid gap breakdown. The
ongoing approach is to raise the efficiency while lowering the gap voltage through extended
interaction in the form of multi-gap structures. Many extended interaction circuits have been

tested with varying degree of success. The 3-gat) cavity in Fig. 2a was a design for which a
cold test comparison was made between experinlent and simulation l11]. Table 1 shows good
agreenlent between the two results. The nlodel also indicates Ililev(.'ligap voltages and large field
asymmetries which arc undesirable. Consequently, the circuit was not put through hot tests,
thus saving valuable time and resources.



7r 27r/3 27r

Measured 10.07 (47) 10.40 (45) 11.54 (19)

Calculated 10.05 (45) 10.33 (44) 11.53 (20)

Table 1. Cold test results from exp_.riment and modeling - frequency in

Gllz and QL (in parenthesis) of modes in lowest pass band.

To reach the designed accelerating gradient (50MV/m), tile klystron output pulse is to be

compressed to higher peak power before injection into the linac. During pulse compression, the

RF pulse is manipulated and transmitted over substantial lengt!,s at which copper loss can be

significant if it were to remain in the 7'E10 mode of the klystron output waveguide. A mode

transducer has been designed to mode convert to low-loss TE01 mode in overmoded circular

guide. Presently in use., the device satisfies the requirements on bandwidth, mode purity and

breakdown limit [12]. Figure 5a shows the mode transducer as modeled by ItFSS and Fig. 5b
shows the input characteristics when compared with experiment. Although exact quantitative

agreement was not always possible because the device is sensitive to small dimensional differ-
ences, the qualitative results have nevertheless been useful for mode contamination studies.
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Fig. 5 (a) [[I"SS model of mode transducer without l_ifurcation (halfgeonwtry) and (b)

input characteristics fro,i lll"SS and experilm;nt.

The I{,F power conling out of the pulse conit)ression has to t,c lllatclled into the linac through

coupler cavities. Figure 4ashows a symm_.tric doul)le-input coupler designed to reduce field

asymmetry both in amplitude and pha.s(: [13]. This COUl)ler h_Lsbeen incori)orated into a 30 cm
section and operated up to 100 MV/m without breakdown. Figure 41) sllows the transmission

data coinparing MAFIA with measurement [14], Similar COul4ers are bei,g designed for the
75cm and 1.8m accelerator sections and conlputer l_lodcling is playing an important role in

determining the matching and tuning of these cavities.

Standard Cell

4, f((;ilz) +2 r(M_/m)

u_=:O 12()" 11.425 72+;1 8,1.3
m:--1 160° 15.146

2 Pairs of l)umlfing Iloles

m=O 120° I 1.425 7283 84.5
i m=: 1 I6f)° 15.145

(a) (',)
Fig. 6 (a) MAFIA model of pumping cell in detuned structure and (b) tuning results from

MAFIA (¢ is phase advance and r is shunt impedance).



Inside tile NLC linac, tile high-power RI" pulse will accelerate long trains of e+ or e-
bunches. To suppress multi-bunch lwam breakup, two schemes have been proposed to heavily
damp the wakefields induced by the bunch trains. One is a IIOM damping scheme to couple the
wakefields out, to external Ioa,ls through waveguides (as in the PEi'-II cavity). Damped structure
for the NI,C w_ts an area of intense activities [15]. Anotl!er scheme which is being adopted for
the NLCTA is to detune the cells in a systenlatic way so a.s to decohere and hence damp the
wakefields, Although the individual cells haw, varying dilneilsions, the detuned structure is
essentially cylindrically symmetric except for the Dw cells that also serve as vacuum pumping
cells. We have modeled these cells to deterlnine their dimensions so they would retain the
original accelerating and dipole mode frequencies in spite of the pumping slots. Figure 7a shows
one such cell while Fig. 71, shows the tuning results. In this case, reducing the cell diameter by
a.a microinches allows us to correct for the frequency shifts in the accelerating anti dipole modes
due to the slot perturbations.

(ti) PEP-II RF Cavity

A considcrable amount of modeling effort ha.s I)een devoted to the design of the PEP-
Ii IIOM daml)ed cavity. The two in_portant features of this cavity are: (a) the waveguide
damping scheme to reduce IIOM impedances, and (b) the thernlal/mechanical design to cope
with high power dissipation (150 kW (m the cavity walls). A Iow-i)ower test cavity has been
constructed for IIOM damping studies. Figure 6a shows the n_ode spectrum without and with
damping wavcguides. One sees that essentially all the higher-order modes are damped while
the accelerating mode at 476 Mllz is practically unchanged. Using the MAFIA model shown in
Fig. 3a and the Kroll-Yu method, we calculated a QL of 26 for the 11lost dangerous 7"Moll mode
a.s compared with 28 froln rne,xsurement. The l,mgitudillal fiehts on axis of the accelerating
mode as found fronl MAFIA and frotlt l),,ad-pull experiment are co_npared in Fig. 3b which
shows good agreement. The tiehl as vnlmetry is due to the presence of the damping waveguides.

In designing the cooling systel,l for lilt, cavily, power loss data on the cavity wall hms to
be generated anti input into a mechanical code for thermal stress analysis. Figure 61) shows
tile distribution of the power dissipated, lligh power loss is seen around the cavity-waveguide
junction and more elaborate cooling is platlned for this region. The ongoing mechanical design
will be tested in the high-power cavity which is scheduled to go to construction fairly soon. In
addition to thermal calculations, the MAI"IA inodel is also heavily utilized in the design of the
various coupling networks being considered for the cavity.
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Fig. 7 (a) Modes mea.'q_redfro_ U.,I-I.,1 (;llz without da_l,ing (top) and with damping
(bottom) and (b) power loss _,n cavity wall (liglHer sl_ade i_dicates higher dissipation).
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6. CONCI, USION

We have presented an overview of the present status in modeling accelerator structure, and
RF components. The latest ill modeling resources is described and our modeling approach and
emphasis explained. The properties of aD cavities and structures are defined in terms of mode
character and external coupling. We have included selected examples from tile NLCTA and the
PEP-II projects at SLAC to illustrate our principles of application.
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